Some have compared the prohibition of
homosexual marriage to the prohibition of
interracial marriage. This analogy fails
because fertility does not depend on race,
making race irrelevant to the state’s interest in
marriage. By contrast, homosexuality is highly
relevant because it precludes procreation.
Some argue that homosexual marriages serve
a state interest because they enable gays to
live in committed relationships. However,
there is nothing stopping homosexuals from
living in such relationships today. Advocates
of gay marriage claim gay couples need
marriage in order to have hospital visitation
and inheritance rights, but they can easily
obtain these rights by writing a living will
and having each partner designate the other
as trustee and heir. There is nothing stopping
gay couples from signing a joint lease or
owning a house jointly, as many single
straight people do with roommates. The
only benefits of marriage from which
homosexual couples are restricted are those
that are costly to the state and society.
Some argue that the link between marriage
and procreation is not as strong as it once
was, and they are correct. Until recently, the
primary purpose of marriage, in every
society around the world, has been
procreation. In the 20th century, Western
societies have downplayed the procreative
aspect of marriage, much to our detriment.
As a result, the happiness of the parties to the
marriage, rather than the good of the children
or the social order, has become its primary
end, with disastrous consequences. When
married persons care more about themselves
than their responsibilities to their children and

society, they become more willing to
abandon these responsibilities, leading to
broken homes, a plummeting birthrate, and
countless other social pathologies that have
become rampant over the last 40 years.
Homosexual marriage is not the cause for
any of these pathologies, but it will
exacerbate them, as the granting of marital
benefits to a category of sexual relationships
that are necessarily sterile can only widen
the separation between marriage and
procreation.

The Secular Case
Against Gay
Marriage

The biggest danger homosexual civil
marriage presents is the enshrining into law
the notion that sexual love, regardless of its
fecundity, is the sole criterion for marriage.
If the state must recognize a marriage of two
men simply because they love one another,
upon what basis can it deny marital
recognition to a group of two men and three
women, for example, or a sterile brother and
sister who claim to love each other?
Homosexual activists protest that they only
want all couples treated equally. But why is
sexual love between two people more worthy
of state sanction than love between three, or
five? When the purpose of marriage is
procreation, the answer is obvious. If sexual
love becomes the primary purpose, the
restriction of marriage to couples loses its
logical basis, leading to marital chaos.
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